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Abstract

The interest for food packaging (FP) has been constantly increasing in the last years. The number of the publications (articles and proceedings papers) as well as sectorial revues available on relevant databases as Science Direct (SD), Springer Link (SL), Taylor & Francis (TF) or Wiley (WL) reflects such interest. However the evolution of the entire field on its bibliometric parameters is needed.

The present study is focusing on over 245 FP articles published between 2010 and 2017, with a relevant extension of other 58 articles published earlier, available on SD, SL and WL databases.

Impact relevance, citations, publications and countries are emphasized, as well as main topics are summarized.
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1. Introduction

The food packaging (FP) is covering all the food production fields, from meat products to sweets or bakery products. Various technologies were developed in recent years, generated the need to organise the published materials according various criteria. Abdul Khalil and al., 2016 [1] systemised the studies on environmental friendly materials and advanced technology to develop sustainable packaging. They emphasized the place of cellulose nanofibers as most abundant renewable polymeric materials. Many studies covered the carbonated soft drinks microbial stability. Azaredo and al., 2016 [3] reviewed the studies, based on relevance, as well as with the factors influencing their survival and role in soft drink spoilage. They pointed on the role of different critical aspects, including packaging when formulating and produce a shelf-stable a soft drink.

A comprehensive overview on smart packaging covered oxygen scavengers, carbon dioxide absorbers, ethylene scavengers or sensors and indicators [4]. Hollands and al., 2015 [5] pointed on the role of package in changing the food consumption. Their principal finding was that people consistently consume more food when offered larger-sized packages than when offered small-sized versions.

Meat and muscle-based products packaging revue carried out by Kerry and al., 2006 [6] included forms of active packaging relevant to muscle foods include; oxygen scavengers, carbon dioxide scavengers and emitters, drip absorbent sheets and antimicrobial packaging. The authors also concluded on the need of further studies and technological advances for increasing cost efficiency.

Convenient low cost packages and their safety requests, generated increased research interest on migration phenomenon. S. Arvanitoyannis & V. Kotsanopoulos, 2014 [2], revued studies on migration relations with nature of food, number of migrants, type and time of contact between package material and food.
Bio based plastics materials as packaging products, advances and emerging technologies researches were covered by P. Scarfato and al., 2015 [11]. Conventional chemical synthesis polymers, biomass extracted polymers, biotechnological produced blended products were considered, concerning their migration limits.

K. Kuorwel and al., 2015 [8] focused their revue on studies on nanomaterials role in active packaging. Nanoclays and nanosilver were considered on mechanical properties and antimicrobial contexts.


P. Singh and al., 2012 [12] synthetized the studies on MAP for milk and dairy products that analyse the use of carbon dioxide in packaging.

2. Material and Methods

The data sources for research in this paper were Science Direct, Springer Link and Wiley. “Food packaging”, “Smart packaging”, “Bakery”, “Meat”, “Diary”, “Fresh products”, “Sweets”, “Drinks”, “Egg packaging” and “Drinks packaging” were filtered key words in searching titles, abstracts, authors. The period was concentrated on 2009 to 2017, but some earlier selection were considered. The citation scores were acquired from Research Gate or the previous mentioned sources, ISI relative scores were acquired from RIS 2016, offered by Romanian Executive Agency for Higher Education, Research, Development and Innovation Funding (UEFISCDI), according to Journal Citations Report (JCR) 2016 release. Data processing was made on IBM SPSS 24 PS IMAGO 4.0 program and on Microsoft Excel (version 2010).

They were predefined 9 categories of “products”: Drinks, Meat Products, Spices, Sweet products, Fat Products, Dairy Products, Fruits and vegetables, Eggs and Bakery Products.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Articles statistics

The present study focused mainly on articles. Fig.1 demonstrate the continuous increase of interest over 2009 till present (253 articles), of which 81.72% (210 articles) were released from 2012. The lower value for 2017 is due to the fact that the article considered only 3 months of this year.

The articles summarized 4957 citations, with a maximum of 402 citations/article. There is a variance of citations in time (α < 0.05). 2965 citations were registered for articles published between 2009-2015 (59.81%), with a maximum of 788 citations for articles released in 2009. Journals ISI rank is also influencing the citations number (α < 0.05), as presented in Fig.2.

Figure 1. Distribution of articles in time

Figure 2. Distribution of citations in time, related to Journals ISI rank

The author’s key words (KW) analysis was concluded after a significance evaluation, in order to group similar or content similar KW, to determine real frequency.
The results (see Table 1) indicated a maximum wide of KW for Sweets products (only 20.95% of presences are generated by KW with multiple frequency).

A maximum KW frequency (29) was registered in articles related to Drinks and Meat products.

The Bakery products related articles registered the highest level of multiple frequency KW (58.14%).

There were identified 88 multifrequent key words that determined the total of 527 presences. 278 of these (52.75%) were been generated by 12 key words, with more than 9 presences.

**Table 1.** Matrix of key words frequency

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>KW</th>
<th>Minimum frequency</th>
<th>Maximum frequency</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Total presences</th>
<th>Total over 2 presences</th>
<th>Percent over 2 presences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drinks</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>44.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meat Products</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>55.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spices</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>42.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweet products</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>20.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat Products</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.28</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy Products</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>39.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits and vegetables</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggs</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>47.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bakery products</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Apart from general category of Packaging or Food packaging, there is a significant interest on novel methods, as Modified atmosphere packaging (MAP) or Active packaging (AP), increasingly present in last years among authors’ key words selections.

3.2 Journals statistics

The articles were released in 122 publications. 62 journals are listed on International Scientifically Index as impact factor journals. Minimum ISI factor is 0.387 and maximum 25.194. The mean ISI factor is 1.999.

There are 43 journals that have more than 1 article. Maximum total presence (TP) is 15. The 79 journals with TP=1 represent 26.07 % from the TP. First 11 journals have TP=122 (40.26% of TP), generated 119 citations. The maximum ISI impact factor is 2.855.

3.3 Countries distribution

The origin of the published originated from 50 countries. During the studied period, Spain generated 34, USA 31 articles and India 22. The first 10 countries totaled 182 articles (60.07%). It is a significant increase of articles in 2016 for USA (10 articles), India (7 articles) Brazil and China (6 articles). As a general trend, all top 10 countries have an increasing tendency, as presented in Fig.5. Results indicate a high interest of FP research in countries with strong economies (USA, UK, China, Italy, Australia, and Republic of Korea), specific developed food sector (Greece, Spain) and in leading emerging economies (Brazil, India).
4. Conclusion

The interest for packaging studies was constantly increasing during the last 5 years.

The FP studies are unevenly distributed overall countries. The developed countries are dominating the list, where ever from G7 group (USA, UK, Italy), traditional economies (Australia, Spain even Greece) or newly economic powers (Republic of Korea, Brazil, India, China). Analysis of the articles quality of top 11 countries demonstrates a high level of studies, demonstrated by top citations scores.

In total, 303 articles were listed in 122 publication. The citations scores as well as the journals ISI rank suggests a large range of articles quality. Researches on FP field were focused on product type as well as packaging products or methods. The authors WK choices of last years reveal an increasing interest of authors on active or modified atmosphere packaging solutions, revealing the consumer preference for raw or low processed products, also demonstrate by frequent mentions on sensorial aspects or colour.
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